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When I entered graduate school back in the early 1980s, sociological theory occupied a
highly ambivalent position in the discipline.  Landmark contributions were being made by social
thinkers such as Giddens, Bourdieu, Foucault, Touraine, Habermas, and Goffman; some of their
writings would come to rank among the great theoretical works of the second half of the twentieth
century.  Feminist theory also was on the rise, as were conflict theory,  neo-Marxism, cultural theory,
and a whole host of new approaches in microsociology and social psychology.  Looking back, it was
a time of remarkable theoretical ferment and creativity.  Yet sociological theory also had a bad name,
in part because it was so widely identified with the Parsonian enterprise, which by then had become
decisively repudiated.  American sociologists in particular were eager to put “grand theorizing” in
the rear-view mirror.  And for some it meant putting sociological inquiry of all sorts, structural-
functionalist or not, in the rear-view mirror.  “I don’t waste my time theorizing,” I recall a senior
professor in my department declaring. “I’m too busy doing research and finding out new stuff about
the social world.” 

That was three and a half decades ago.  A lot has changed since then.  It once more has
become acceptable, perhaps even fashionable, to do sociological theory—albeit in a different way,
certainly, than during the heyday of structural functionalism.  The academic generation that came
of age during the 1960s and that is at the peak of the discipline today—figures such as Wright, Joas,
Alexander, Swidler, Camic, Abbott, Somers, Burawoy, Calhoun, McAdam, Zelizer, Fligstein,
DiMaggio, and (Patricia Hill) Collins—has shown a great enthusiasm for theorizing.  In my own
intellectual generation, sociological theory has become a major part of the profiles of many of my
colleagues: Brubaker, Lamont, Steinmetz, Gorski, Adams, Martin, Wacquant, Wimmer, Smith,
Lichterman, Bonilla-Silva.  And perhaps most striking of all, younger scholars also have embraced
theorizing.  Witness the sheer theoretical vibrancy of the generation just now moving toward tenure
or recently tenured:  Tavory, Reed, Benzecri, Khan, Decoteau, Desmond, Vaisey, and Lizardo, to
name just a few.  The outgoing editor of Sociological Theory himself is part of that trend and
epitomizes his intellectual generation’s deep concern to contribute to theoretical debates.  

There now is a Lewis Coser Award for setting the theoretical agenda for the discipline; an
annual Junior Theorists conference to which hundreds of young theoretically minded scholars apply;
a thriving ASA Theory Section; and a journal—ST—that has become increasingly prestigious and
high-quality.  In other sociology journals, too, there regularly appear special issues, exchanges, and
symposia with a focus on theoretical questions, and often they attract a great deal of attention at the
center of the discipline.  It is not unusual to hear young sociologists critically discussing field theory,
intersectionality, relationality, or any number of other theoretical matters.  Sociology rightfully
concerns itself with substantive issues, but this also is a wonderful time to be interested in
specifically theoretical inquiry.  This is not to say that the discipline has left altogether behind its
earlier aversion to theorizing or that systematic, comprehensive theorizing has fully entered into
dialogue with empirical theorizing at the middle-range level.  But now at least there is a real effort
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to engage between, say, young ethnographers and theorists; or between theorists and race scholars,
sociologists of gender, and organization analysts.   

If chosen to be the next editor of ST, I would aim to contribute further to this efflorescence
by helping the journal become even more of a high-profile center for advanced theoretical reflection. 
I envision many possibilities for continuing to expand its relevance and appeal, such that it becomes
an intellectual home not only for scholars specifically interested in sociological theorizing but also
for all those sociologists—including many from the new generation—who aspire to move beyond
the old divisions between, say, quantitative and qualititive inquiry; or work that primarily is
disciplinary in focus and work that is more public-oriented; or research that is empirically rich and
work whose hallmark is theoretical sophistication.  I would like to see the journal take in the full
range of exciting theoretical inquiry currently going on around the discipline, not only in the U.S.
but also abroad; not exclusively around core sociological problems but also concerned with
heretofore neglected or marginalized themes; located not only in the field of sociological theory
proper but also in the many substantive fields of which sociology is composed.  In my efforts to
realize this vision, I would bring several unique attributes to the table.

The first is that, throughout my career, I have been concerned to explore a wide array of
questions and problems.  Repeatedly, I have moved across conventional intellectual boundaries.  My
theoretical and substantive range would be an asset if I served as editor of a journal as wide-ranging
as ST.  Having so much deep familiarity with so many areas of inquiry would help me immeasurably
in attracting to the journal scholarly work that represents the full breadth of the discipline; in
choosing reviewers wisely and knowledgeably; and in crafting reviews (and reaching judgments) that
reflect my own expertise as well as the expertise of others.  I could respond at least as a partial
insider to paper submissions on ethnomethodology as well as on states and social revolutions; on
theoretical contributions from the fields of network studies; the sociology of emotions; organization
analysis; cultural sociology; social psychology; race studies; and democratic theory; and on
specialists’ writings on the great classical and contemporary sociological theorists as well as on time-
honored problems such as how to theorize social action; how to conceptualize the relation between
social structure and culture; how to think about the connection between dispositions and cognition;
and how to approach problems of causality and interpretation in the philosophy of the social
sciences. 

Having this insider’s knowledge of so many different and varied areas in sociological theory
also would me in putting together a wide-ranging editorial board.  I would select scholars from each
of the different areas mentioned above.  I would try to have the editorial board reflect my own
broadened understanding of sociological theory as a field that does not limit itself to the conventional
topics (e.g., study of canonic authors) but rather is, or ought to be, vitally involved in the most
cutting-edge lines of thinking and research in the discipline.  I would try to have representation on
the board of areas such as historical and cultural analysis; Chicago-style as well as Bourdieuian
ethnography; pragmatism-inspired research; and mechanisms-based, analytic sociology.  All these
are fields in which I have taught and published; I am quite familiar with who is out there and already
have a good sense as to whom I would like to have working with me.  (This may not be the most
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appropriate place for me to name my wish list.)  I would be particularly interested in reaching out
to outstanding younger scholars in sociological theory, for that would be the best way of having the
editorial board closely correspond to cutting-edge new thinking in the field.  Again, I have an
excellent knowledge of who are the exciting young talents to bring onto the editorial board.  Having
served recently as chair of the ASA Theory Section and been involved quite a lot in sociological
theory debates of various kinds, I am in good touch with the younger generation of theorists involved
in cutting-edge work.

As for deputy editors, I would select a handful of scholars with whom to consult closely on
the organization of small symposia on theoretical issues of widespread concern.  In collaborative
fashion, we would choose the topics and work out a plan for each symposium.  I would designate
one or another of these deputy editors to take the lead in putting together specific symposia.  The
small circle of deputy editors would be chosen from the wide range of areas I have been mentioning;
they would be relatively young to mid-career; and they would be not only intellectually
heterogeneous but also diverse in terms of gender, race, and ethnicity.  (For some time now,
sociological theory has been moving away from being a white male scholars’ domain, and I would
like my editorship to represent a significant additional step forward along those lines.)  I envision
symposia answering the need for intellectual debate somewhere in the intermediate zone between
the informal discussions periodically printed in the ASA Theory Section Newsletter and the standard,
article-format contributions that ST typically publishes.  In other words, something more formal than
the former but more debate-and issue-oriented than the latter.  The exact format and length of the
symposia would have to be worked out with the deputy editors, but to give you some idea of what
I am thinking, they would be published once or twice a year and would take up about the space
of—that is, substitute for— roughly two to three regular, full-length articles each.  These symposia
would consist of short articles of the sort that used to be published regularly in the pages of core
journals of the discipline.  Journals routinely used to publish works of ten pages or less.  (Some of
the shorter articles published in earlier times actually became classics of the discipline.  Just recall,
for instance, Blumer’s “Race Prejudice as a Sense of Group Position,” which was only five pages
long but which has remained a basic reference-point for race scholarship for more than half a
century.) With articles that length, the ST symposia I am envisioning could include as many as five
or six short papers. 

Publishing shorter papers—but real papers, not informal, newsletter-type pieces—is a major
part of my vision.  We need more flexibility, a greater range of acceptable, legitimate options,
including occasional long pieces but also some very short ones.  We need a variety that reflects the
diversity of ways in which good theorizing can be done.  Sometimes good ideas fail to come out
because authors feel they need to work up a standard 20-30 pp. article in order to get them published. 
Sometimes the good ideas would be better served through short, focused publications, as in the
Blumer classic I alluded to above.  I would be open to publishing shorter pieces not only in the
symposia I have been discussing but also, occasionally, in the regular portions of the journal as well. 

Two final strengths that I believe would serve me well in the practical operations of the
journal are my fair-mindedness and my efficiency.  I am not a card-carrying member of any school
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or persuasion, and I value insightful intellectual contributions equally if they are from a theoretical
or substantive approach I have embraced or from one I have argued with in print.  My criterion for
publishing something in ST simply would be, “Does it raise the level of the intellectual debate?”  I
am never tendentious.  If there is one type of review I would listen to less seriously, it is the type that
criticizes in a partisan spirit, the type that aims to bar a strong paper from publication simply on
account of its coming from the opposing camp.  Having been on the receiving end of such reviews,
I would not countenance them as editor.  Efficiency, too, would be a trait I would contribute to the
editorial process.  I would be determined not to string along prospective authors for a great many
months between reviews or keep them coming back for endless rounds of revisions. The outgoing
editor as well as the editorial team that preceded him did a lot to make ST reliably speedy.  I would
try to build on their legacy.  Of course, an editor cannot force colleagues always to submit their
reviews on time.  But a well-run operation can help to reduce the waiting time.  Special attentiveness
to prolonged cases can help as well.  And simple human thoughtfulness and recognition of the
burdens all scholars face, particularly young scholars who can ill afford a year’s wait, also can make
a difference whenever delays are unavoidable.  I would institute a system of prioritizing the timely
turnaround of papers submitted by graduate students and assistant professors, making sure that,
barring the most unusual circumstances, they got their papers reviewed on time and decisions
returned. 

One innovative way to speed up the review process might be to stress to reviewers that they
are not expected to write lengthy, several-pages-long article reviews.  I am not wedded to this idea
and would want to speak to the Publications Committee and my deputy editors about it in an open-
ended, exploratory spirit, but it does seem a potentially helpful way to go.   Abbott has written in
Department and Discipline that reviewers increasingly view their role as pedagogical rather than
advisory.  Hence they are writing longer and longer reviews, which in turn means procrastinating and
taking longer to write them, since each review is more work, which in turn means longer delays in
editorial decision-making.  Some potential reviewers are declining to review at all, out of a sense that
it will take them too long and also from being swamped by too many review requests.  If
encouragement of shorter, more advisory rather than pedagogical reviews were seen as a good idea,
I would let reviewers know (when first inviting them to review a paper) that a one-page, succinct
review would be more than sufficient.  There are too many journals out there, and editors have been
growing increasingly frustrated at being able to find suitable reviewers.  This could be a good way
of addressing the problem.  Importantly, I would seek to redress the balance by offering, for my own
part, thoughtful, carefully written summaries of the reviews in my decision letters and, should an
R&R be indicated, detailing precisely where I think the author(s) might go in rewriting the paper. 
Recently I reviewed for American Journal of Cultural Sociology and was deeply impressed by the
editor’s eventual decision letter.  Alexander went on for more than two full pages, drawing together
the most important points in my own and other reviews and engaging deeply with the paper and its
strengths and weaknesses—and saying what needs to be done for it to be publishable.  What this sort
of decision letter requires is a deeply committed editor—and one who is familiar with a wide range
of theoretical and substantive issues, confident in his scholarly judgments, and good at mentoring
and drawing out the best in evolving projects.
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Let me say a few words now about the six criteria outlined in your Extended Call for
Applications.  In addition to my established record of scholarship, as discussed above, I have
experience with ST as someone who has published there (one of my earliest articles, in fact) and as
a frequent reviewer for the journal.  Above, I provided my assessment of, and vision for, the
journal’s future.  I spoke also of my openness to different methods, theorists, and approaches to
sociology.  As for my intellectual leadership, I have been chair of the Theory Section of the ASA,
and I have won the Lewis Coser Award for Theoretical Agenda-Setting for the Discipline.  I have
also started up and led theory colloquia and discussion series at the New School for Social Research
and at UW-Madison.  I have served on the AJS editorial board and reviewed for more than a dozen
journals.  I also have edited a special issue with Theory and Society and helped to organize two other
major symposia in Qualitative Sociology and Ethnic and Racial Studies.

In conclusion, let me underscore that there is a long tradition of support for journal
editorships here at the Wisconsin Sociology Department. We have been the home, for example, of
two ASR editorships just in the past few decades.  The journal would find a happy, congenial, and
supportive home here in my department.  The breadth and calibre of the faculty also would be a
valuable resource.  I would be able to call on them for intellectual advice as well as for suggestions
on administrative matters.  As for the management of my time constraints as ST editor, the typical
workload of 1-2 days per week for editing ST would be entirely doable within the framework of my
regular teaching schedule.  

If selected for this position, I would be willing and eager to take a brief trip to Vancouver to
meet personally with the outgoing editor and his team and to learn more from them about the day-to-
day operations of the journal, so that, when it came time for me to pick up the reins myself, I would
have a good practical knowledge already to build on.

I hope the committee will pick me as ST’s next editor.  I would dedicate myself to doing a
terrific job for the journal and for the vibrant and expansive field of sociological theorizing.


